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Would you like to lose weight naturally? Would you like to eat tasty food in the meanwhile?

Would you like to get day by day guide to your new nutrition plan? If the Answer is Yes, Then

Keep Reading...As we all know the amount of overweight people in America is huge. In fact,

National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey states that almost 69% of all adults in the

USA are considered to be overweight or obese.Luckily, you don’t have to be part of this

statistics. As a human, you have the right to choose your own life.You can often hear that

popular diets are extremely strict. People think they are too weak to follow them. So they keep

eating their hot dogs, assuming they have a good excuse to ruin their body and overall

health.Indeed it is not possible to drop weight and to change your life without a proper

systematic approach!This book is meant to prove that some of the diets are very tasty. If you

want to be thin and healthy, there is no need to be hungry all day long. You will soon see the

first results of sacrificing artificial food. So there will be no more doubts for you.In this

cookbook, you will discover:Golden rules of the whole30, Paleo, and Whole Foods dietsSimple

tips to make your diet easier30 fast and easy whole30, Paleo, and Whole Foods breakast

recipes30 simple and tasty Whole30, Paleo, and Whole Foods lunch ideas30 easy and

appetizing whole30, Paleo, and Whole Foods compliant recipesClear diet compatability

indicators at the beginning of each recipeColorful illustrations for each of 90 recipesand so

much more …If you are a complete nubie in cooking, don’t be discouraged by this fact.There

are many people who used to be terrible and slow cooks. If you have a desire to grow and a

good assistant, such as this straight-forward cookbook, your results will be amazing very soon!

And by the way, many of these recipes are vegan and vegetarian-friendly. Alternatively, you can

easily substitute one or two ingredients making the meals vegan and vegetarian.Thus, if you

want to get a fantastic cookbook which will help you to lose fat fast even without counting

calories, wait no more! Scroll up and press the button "Buy now with 1-Click" to get the instant

access to this book!P.S. This book is not endorsed or affiliated with the whole30, created by

Melissa Hartwig and Dallas Hartwig.

From the Back CoverWhen Jim Wahlberg went to prison the second time at 22 years old, he

was sentenced to six to nine years for breaking and entering, bargained down from life for

home invasion. He had staggered into a Boston cop's apartment, helping himself to the

sellable stuff and all the beer in the fridge. The cop came home, found Jim passed out at the

kitchen table, beat the hell out of him, and arrested him.But Wahlberg, a 130-pound kid from

Dorchester, had learned some things from his life on the street and his first prison sentence.

He knew how to survive. And he knew that if he wanted to avoid serving the full sentence, he

would have to do something.He did what he was best at: He hustled. He would create the

illusion that he was trying to change, that he'd become the model prisoner, not a guy hell-bent

on getting out while he was still young enough to drink more, steal more, and do more

drugs.He didn't know, though, that the Catholic priest he was trying to hustle was actually

hustling him.The Big Hustle is the story of a redeemed life and a family's healing. This is the no-

holds-barred, unvarnished, and sometimes brutal true story of Jim Wahlberg, the fifth of nine

kids growing up in a working-class Irish Catholic neighborhood outside of Boston, hustling for

attention any way he could get it, which led him to the biggest hustle of his life. Against all odds

he got clean, he got out, and he got the girl. Jim dedicated his new life as a former addict to



working with addicts, and for years has spread the word that recovery is possible.But nothing

could have prepared him for what came next. His discovery that his own son was an addict

threw Jim into a crisis"š€š"one that led him deeper into his faith and led to healing he never

thought possible. This book is a testament to God's power and an invitation to all of us to hope

in the darkest places.--This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.About

the AuthorJim is the fifth oldest Wahlberg. Like his brothers Donnie and Mark, Jim recovered

from his tough upbringing in the streets of Dorchester to become producer, writer, and director

of films, including The Circle of Addiction, What About the Kids?, and The Lookalike. Jim is the

executive director of the Mark Wahlberg Youth Foundation, created to improve the quality of life

for inner city youth through a working partnership with other youth organizations.Jim and his

wife live in South Florida and have three children.--This text refers to an out of print or

unavailable edition of this title.
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ConclusionFOREWORD“What you do today can improve all your tomorrows.” ~Ralph

MarstonAs we all know the amount of overweight people in America is huge. In fact, National

Health and Nutrition Examination Survey states that almost 69% of all adults in the USA are

considered to be overweight or obese. And looking around we can say they are probably right.

What’s worse: the children are also the part of these sad stats. Almost 32% of young people

aged 2-19 are overweight or obese. Is not that distressing?But why this is happening with the

majority of American people and what we can actually do in order to change the things for

better. There is actually a simple cure: healthy lifestyle and natural food. Hundreds of years ago

our ancestors were not overweight and they did not need to have special diets in order to be in

a good shape. But why is that?Well, we can easily guess they have had much more physical

activity, plus the food was 100% pure. In the twenty-first century, we have cars, electronic home

appliances, fast delivery and millions of gadgets. All these things are making life simple which

is great. But the other side of the coin is that we became too lazy. The food corporations are

also making an impact. In the world of high competition, they are constantly trying to make the

products easy to preserve and transport. So they process the food and stuff it with tons of

artificial components. Many of those chemicals cannot be analyzed good enough. Humanity

simply has no enough knowledge to understand its impact on our health. Such processed

foods may be considered harmless, but they are not, because it’s not what we are meant to eat

by nature. I am not even mentioning GMO. Obviously, it is not what people should eat. Think

about it: would your great-grandmother consider hot dog and French fries being a food? I don’t

think so.Obviously, poor food habits and lack of physical activity are the factors that made most



of the Americans overweight and obese. It’s widely known we are what we eat. You have to eat

good food and exercise if you want to be alive and healthy in 10, 20, and 30 years from now.

These facts seem to be obvious for the majority of people, but very few of us are ready to act

and change their lifestyle. At least not until the moment we actually start facing real health

issues. So what comes next? Dieting and numerous weight loss programs are making it even

worse. There is often no systematic approach and natural basis under those methods.In fact,

most of the diets are extremely strict and people think they are too weak to follow them. So

they keep eating their hot dogs, assuming they have a good excuse to ruin their body and

overall health. Indeed it is not possible to drop weight and to change your life without a proper

systematic approach.In this book, I would like to show you that some of the diets are actually

very tasty. If you want to be thin and healthy, there is no need to be hungry all day long. You will

soon see the first results of sacrificing artificial food. So there will be no more doubts for you.If

you are still not sure, remember about 69% of Americans mentioned above.Being overweight

is only the top of the iceberg. Extra pounds usually give evidence of much more serious

problems. Those problems accumulate and the process takes years… It does not happen

overnight, but one fine day people find out that they have serious problems with their

metabolism, heart, other vital organs… So why not to take action beforehand? It may seem to

be HARD, but it is so much HARDER to deal with the consequences of an unhealthy lifestyle.

Junk food is one of the simplest things you can avoid to make your life longer and healthier. Is it

really that hard? Hundreds of thousands of people have made those changes. Apparently, it

saved lives for some of them! So if we put on wages your life and fast food: what will you

choose? You have to answer this question once and never forget your answer. This is for real

not a metaphor. Your life is actually on these wages. RIGHT NOW!If you are reading this book,

I’m sure you know what is more important to you: life or junk food. So I hope this book will keep

you moving in the right direction. Good luck!HEALTHY FOOD = HEALTHY LIFE“Today, more

than 95% of all chronic disease is caused by food choice, toxic food ingredients, nutritional

deficiencies and lack of physical exercise.” ~Mike Adams“Let food be thy medicine and

medicine be thy food.” ~Hippocrates “The Whole30” or “Whole Food Diet”?There are so many

diets out there. So it is hard to find the right one that will be perfect exactly to you. “The

Whole30” and “30 Day Whole Food Challenge” diets proved themselves for hundreds of

thousands of people. But there is still often a confusion: what’s the difference between “the

Whole30” and “Whole Foods” diets? We need to avoid this confusion, so please let me

explain.The Whole 30 is a revolutionary “reset”-program for your relationship with food. Its

philosophy is to strictly avoid certain products without counting calories and without stepping

on the scale during these days. The diet should last for 30 days before you see and feel the

first results, and in most cases, those who can stick to the program for 30 days, stay with it ever

since. The food groups that have to be avoided in the Whole 30 diet are listed below.All grains,

including oats, rice, wheat, rye, corn, barley. No exceptions.All legumes, including soy sauce,

peanuts, tofu, miso… Exceptions: snow peas, sugar snap peas, green beans.All dairy, with the

exception of ghee.All kinds of sugar, including real or artificial honey, maple syrups, coconut

sugar, stevia, etc.All alcohol.MSG, sulfites, and carrageenan.“Paleo” baked treats and

goods.Probably one of the most important things for those who are planning to start the diet is

the fact that the authors strictly prohibit consuming any of the products listed above.30 Days

Whole Foods Diet is more flexible and it allows you some occasional deviations. The Whole

diet also proposes 30-day trial when you have to stick to whole products, including meat,

unpolished grains, vegetables, fruits, non-homogenized dairy products, beans and all organic

products grown without chemical manipulations. It’s based on the food being eaten by humans



for ages when people knew nothing or little of numerous modern chronic diseases, allergies,

and cancer. The key recommendations of Whole Food Diet are named below.Eat only whole

food. Choose oats and raspberries rather than raspberry muffin. If you choose processed food

(muffin), make sure all ingredients are real, without any of those chemicals that are hard to

pronounce.Keep meals as simple as possible with as little as possible ingredients and

processing.Eat slowly.Follow regular schedule every day.Listen to one’s body, because all

people are different. What is good for one may be harmful to another one.Most of “Paleo”

baked treats and goods are just fine for this diet.“Whole 30” diet is a registered trademark of

Whole9 Life, LLC. The Whole30 program was created by Melissa Hartwig and Dallas Hartwig.

Their website is and you can read more about that diet on the official website.In this book, we

are going to concentrate on 30 Days Whole food diet. In fact, many recipes included in this

whole foods cookbook will be just fine for the whole30 diet as well.Simple Tips to Make Your

Diet EasierWe all have different organisms and there is no such thing as “one size fits all” in

dieting. Some people are allergic or intolerant to certain types of food. As for me, I can’t stand

bell pepper, ever since I got pregnant. My daughter is 2 years old now, but I still cannot eat the

smallest piece of sweet pepper, although I really liked it 3 years ago and earlier. Should I listen

to my body in this case? Certainly, should I. And certainly, you should listen to yours.Why I

prefer Whole Foods more than Whole30 diet plan (and it’s my personal opinion), because it is

too strict and dogmatic. I hate rules set in stone and such sorts of diets are definitely not for all.

As for the Whole Foods diet, it is more flexible. It allows me to be myself and not to feel it’s the

end of the world if I have a piece of cake once a week. And in 99% of cases, this cake is still

“whole food”, made of whole ingredients. I take care of this. So it’s really REALLY not a big deal

to follow this simple Whole Food diet when you have those whole muffins and other

indulgences on the menu. On the other hand there are thousands of people who follow

Whole30 program and they love it. So this should be your own choice.I’ve met many people

who follow another similar diet which is known as Paleo. Quite a few of them take good rules

but make them too restrictive. It is ok to be strict to yourself if this is your choice. But family

members suffer so often.Food is about socializing and when they disallow their children to eat

anything but Paleo (or any other diet), I do not think it is easy for their social growth. If Paleo is

a system that means eating like a caveman ten thousand years ago, it does not necessary

mean we should understand it literally. I believe it should be understood metaphoric because,

in any case, it is not even possible to recreate the whole lifestyle of a caveman. In fact, it is a

dangerous and a strange route to follow. Imagine yourself sleeping in the cave on the

mammoth skin, cooking at the open fire and living without cars, budget airlines and WI-FI. And

even if there is someone who likes this idea, there is no way to recreate past ecology and

environment. In any case, I do not think someone can be serious wanting such life for one’s

kids in the twenty-first century…So to sum it up, here are some things that can make the

Whole Food Challenge easier:It’s your choice to become or not to become a fanatic of Whole

Foods or Whole30 or Paleo or any other conceptions.If you break the rules occasionally, it is

not the end of the world.No one can be ideal every second of his or her life.Everyone has the

right to make his or her own decision. I believe we can still make cakes for our children’s

birthdays and enjoy our traditional parties with relatives and friends during any program or

diet.We are not ancient men and we live in the modern world. Whichever program you choose,

it should be fun! It is always achievable and necessary to enjoy your lifestyle!Also, when you

are starting a life-changing diet, you start eating healthy food and cook at home a lot. In many

cases, this means you will need new reliable tools in order to succeed. You will find out soon

that good kitchen instruments will make your life much easier and your cooking experience will



become awesome.Good Food and Bad Food in Terms of Whole Food DietGood

food:Unpolished grainsBeansVegetablesFruitsMeatsFish and shellfishNon-homogenized

dairyEggsNuts and seedsNatural spices, herbs, and salt (moderate amount)Bad food:Trans

fats and saturated fatsRefined sugar and sweetenersAll artificial additivesAlcoholKeep in mind

the above-mentioned examples of junk food are most commonly contained in the fast food,

pizza, ice cream, bottled drinks, special treats, pastry, cakes: unless you made those on your

own. That’s when we come up with the idea we will have to cook the majority of Whole Food

dishes on our own.Hereinafter you will find the recipe book with 90 amazing, tasty and proven

recipes for every single day of the 30 day food challenge. In most cases you will be able to edit

these recipes, testing your favorite combinations of meat and veggies, fruits, berries, and nuts.

This will allow you to invent much more new recipes. I am sure this will help you to become

healthier and to lose weight. Remember that YOU CAN completely change your life! It is all in

YOUR HANDS!So go for it and good luck.WHOLE FOOD, PALEO, AND WHOLE 30 RECIPES

FOR 30 DAYSEvery recipe provided in this book has got a confirmation that it is compatible

with one or several of the following diets: Whole30, Whole Foods, and Paleo.The icons located

after each photo of the cooked meal. The icons mean the following:Please pay attention to the

icons if you are following one of these three diets.30 Breakfast IdeasBreakfast Idea #1 –

AMAZING RAINBOW FRUIT SUMMER SALADIngredients:1 Mango, peeled and cubed½ large

Pineapple, cored and cubed1 Nectarine, seeded and minced1 Peach, seeded and minced½ lb.

Strawberries, halved10 oz. Blueberries1 teaspoon Lime juice2 tablespoons Orange juice1

teaspoon fresh Lime zest1 teaspoon fresh Orange zest1 tablespoon Mint

leavesInstructions:Combine mango, pineapple, strawberries, nectarine, peach and blueberries

in a large bowl and put in the fridge to chill for at least 20-30 minutes.In the meantime prepare

the rainbow dressing. Combine lime and orange juices in a small bowl. Add in lime and orange

zests. Whisk thoroughly and use immediately.Pour rainbow dressing into the fruit mix, add mint

leaves, toss and enjoy.If you are following Whole Foods diet (not whole30 or Paleo), you may

add 1 tablespoon of honey to the salad dressing.Breakfast Idea #2 – MANGO, AVOCADO,

CHICKEN BOATSIngredients:1 cup Chicken, shredded1 Yellow mango, ripe, peeled,

deseeded, diced into ¼-inch pieces1 Avocado, ripe, peeled, deseeded, diced into ¼-inch

pieces1 small clove Garlic, crushed2 medium Frisée heads1 tablespoon Basil leaves, minced1

teaspoon Mint leaves, minced1 tablespoon Orange juice, fresh1 tablespoon Extra virgin olive

oil1 tablespoon White wine vinegarSea salt and black pepper to tasteInstructions:Mix up

together thoroughly vinegar, fresh orange juice, mint, basil leaves, garlic, ground pepper and

salt.Very slowly add in the olive oil as you continue whisking the mixture. Finish when you get it

very smooth.Gently stir in avocado, mango, and shredded chicken.Separate leaves off the

frisée heads. You will get about 16 leaves (“boats”) from 2 frisée heads.Put avocado-mango-

chicken mixture into each of 16 boats evenly. Serve immediately or let it chill in the fridge

first.Breakfast Idea #3 – APPLE & CARROT HASH WITH CINNAMONIngredients:2 ½

tablespoons Coconut oil1 medium Apple, peeled, deseeded1 Carrot½ teaspoon Ginger, freshly

ground½ teaspoon Cinnamon, groundInstructions:Combine carrot and apple and shred them

in the food processor. Get rid of excess juices and form 2 large apple-carrot patties.Heat up the

coconut oil in the frying pan. Put the patties inside of the pan and cook over medium heat for 2

minutes each side. It won’t be easy to reverse these patties without tearing them apart, so be

careful and use turner.Transfer apple and carrot hash to the serving bowl and sprinkle it with

freshly ground ginger and cinnamon.Breakfast Idea #4 – WATERMELON & HONEYDEW

SALSAIngredients:1 cup Watermelon flesh, minced1 cup Casaba (honeydew) melon flesh,

minced1 cup Cantaloupe flesh, minced½ Avocado, minced¼ Red onion, minced½ Cucumber,



seeded and minced2 Limes, juiced2 tablespoons Cilantro, choppedGround pepper and salt to

tasteInstructions:Mix up the minced flesh of cantaloupe, melon, watermelon and avocado. Add

red onion, cucumber and stir again.Pour fresh juice of limes. Add cilantro, pepper, and salt and

stir thoroughly. Serve immediately.Breakfast Idea #5 – SIXTY-SECOND MONKEY

SALADIngredients:1 Banana1 fistful Cashews, roasted without salt1 fistful organic Coconut

chipsInstructions:Peel and slice banana.Put sliced banana, cashews, and coconut chips into

the plate. Your breakfast is ready.Breakfast Idea #6 – BAKED EGG IN A SWEET POTATO

NESTIngredients:1 Egg1 Sweet potato1 tablespoon Extra virgin olive oilGreen onion or

parsley, mincedSea salt and ground pepper to tasteInstructions:Preheat oven to 425 F.Spiralize

sweet potato or dice into long and thin pieces.Put sweet potato spirals into a skillet, mix with

olive oil, pepper, salt and bake for 30 minutes.Take out of the oven and make a potato look like

a nest with the help of a wooden spoon or paddle.Crack an egg into the “nest” center and put

the skillet back to the oven. Roast for 6 minutes.Decorate with green onion or parsley, and

serve hot.Breakfast Idea #7 – DEVILED AVOCADO LIME EGGSIngredients:3 Eggs1 Avocado,

large1 teaspoon CilantroFresh lime juice of 1 small limePinch of garlic powder, paprika, sea

salt, and ground pepperInstructions:Hard boil the eggs, cut into 2 halves.Separate yolks and

put into the bowl. Empty egg halves put aside.Add avocado, lime juice, cilantro, garlic powder,

salt and pepper to the bowl with yolks. Mix up and mash well using a fork.Scoop the mixture

with the teaspoon and add to the empty egg halves.Sprinkle paprika on top of deviled eggs.

30 Day plane crash

The book by Ola Starr has a rating of  5 out of 3.5. 2 people have provided feedback.
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